
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COMMANDMENT V. 
 
 
 

HONOR THY FATHER AND THY MOTHER. 
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HONOR THY FATHER AND THY MOTHER 
 
OBJECTIVE 
 
 To give the student a more definitive view to the subject of “respecting” a parent and what it 
means in the modern world of today.   

Though many parents expect respect and many children feel guilty when they disobey or go 
against a parent’s wishes, this chapter is both a clarification of the commandment and an aid in the 
understanding of Judaism’s viewpoint regarding the rights of parents and children alike. 
 
WHAT IT MEANS TO HONOR 
 
 It is said that the commandment which demands a person to honor his parents must be the 
hardest commandment of all to follow simply because the author of the Torah placed this particular 
regulation right in the middle of all the rest.  The rest of the commandments seem to give some 
direction, either positive or negative, yet this particular commandment gives no direction whatsoever. 
It doesn’t even attempt to give a “Thou shalt” or a “Thou shalt not” as in most of the other laws.  On 
the contrary, it uses the word “Honor” (in Hebrew, Kedaid), which doesn’t seem to give any instruction 
at all.  In other words, what does it mean “to honor”? 
 The dictionary defines the word “honor” as “a mark of respect” or “a person or thing that does 
credit to another”. The Rabbis of old make a distinction between honoring and mimicking.  This means 
that the ancients believed that to honor did not mean you had to do exactly what the honored person 
wanted you to do, but rather you had to respect, care about, and consider carefully that which the 
honored one wants of you.  Though a person may not always agree with the one he wishes to honor, 
disagreement does not mean disrespect.  Honoring another human being does not necessitate 
following blindly or just doing what is told without question.  On the contrary, it means thinking all the 
more carefully about what a person who you wish to honor is asking of you. 
 The commandment is requiring far more of us when it demands that we honor our parents.  It 
is really compelling us to . . . remember the need for family in an all too lonely world . . . retain the 
memory experiences that our parents give to us by observing those first, formative years, the most 
important relationships we experienced were with those people who gave us life. Because of this, our 
first ethical choices, problems, and decisions centered around our parents. Perhaps that’s why, when 
we reach our adolescent years and we are placed in the position of deciding for ourselves more and 
more . . . when we disagree with our parents, for one reason or another, even when we are convinced 
that what we are doing is the right thing, we feel guilty or wrong. What we should be feeling in those 
particular cases, rather than guilt, is “Am I doing the ethical thing?”. If our parents used ethics and 
moral values to raise us then these are the standards that must be utilized regarding honoring our 
mother and our father. 

One of the main reasons our parents want us to follow a particular religious tradition is to give 
us a way of choosing particular moral standards which their parents gave to them.  By following the 
moral principles of the faith they raise you in, you are giving them “honor”.  By shaping those moral 
standards taught by centuries of tradition to our own time we are respecting those who came before 
and following the morality that they taught us without mimicking mindlessly what they have done. 
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 For example, centuries ago a parent was to teach his or her offspring a trade.  A daughter was 
expected to follow in the footsteps of her mother which meant that she had to take care of the 
household and bear children.  A son was expected to follow in his father’s footsteps by learning the 
trade his father had learned, and sharing the same occupation his father had.  The moral principle that 
parents of old wanted to follow was simply that if you did not teach your child a trade you taught him 
or her to become a thief for they would have no way of making a living but through “unskilled” labor or 
thievery.  The principle of teaching your child a trade still holds true today as it did then . . . just the 
method is different.  Rather than going into the same occupation as a parent goes into, or attempting 
to mimic our parents’ lifestyle, our parents are responsible (by Jewish law) to give us an education -- 
we are responsible to determine what our occupation must be.  Though our parents might want us to 
be a doctor or a lawyer or perhaps whatever profession they went into, it is up to us and only us to be 
what we must become.  Their input, their advice, should be respected, but in order to truly follow the 
law of “Honoring our mother and our father” the decision according to law must be ours . . . without 
guilt or recrimination. 

By following those things that our parents held sacred or holy, we are, in effect, honoring and 
respecting them.  By observing the “memory triggers” that our parents have set up for us, by doing 
them as they did then, we are not just respecting their wishes but giving ourselves something that 
reminds us of the warmest and perhaps most beautiful times of our lives.  If our parents light the 
Shabbat candles, then as we light the Shabbat candles every Shabbat, we have a “memory trigger” of 
our parents.   

If our parents observed Yom Kippur or Rosh Hashanah in a certain way and we do the same, we 
are not merely carrying on a tradition but we are “honoring” our parents as well if we do the same. 

 
CASE STUDIES 
 
 Bob’s father always loved him deeply.  His father used to say that there were just two things in 
the whole world that would make him the happiest man of earth ... all he wanted was for Bob to be a 
doctor and to always be happy in life.  Bob’s father was a doctor and he wanted Bob to “Follow in his 
footsteps”.  While Bob was still in high school, though, his father had a heart attack.  As his father lay 
dying, Bob promised him that he would be a doctor.  In his senior year of college, Bob found that he 
liked writing more than he had ever liked Science.  He had an opportunity to write for a major Scientific 
journal on recent breakthroughs in medicine and did a fantastic job.   He was offered the job as one of 
the writers for a small but prestigious magazine.  But he also was accepted into medical school.  What 
should Bob do and why? 
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QUESTIONS 
 

1. What are some examples of honoring your parents through the use of “Memory Triggers”? Give 
an example as used in this chapter and give two examples of your own.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. According to the text, what is a way of honoring your parent without doing exactly what he or 
she tells you to do? 
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